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On The Cover

The magazine, Ohio 21, garnered the Superior Award for print graphic design, and the Professional Skill Award as the overall winner in the Graphic Design category of the 1988 ACE Critique and Awards Program. The entry was submitted on behalf of the magazine's staff by Jacqueline Ullery-Dahlgren, ACE member and editor of the publication at the time. She has since moved from Ohio. Other ACE members on the staff at the time of entry: Associate editor Kurt Knebusch; and contributing editors Martha Carroll, Stan Ernst, Robert Furbee, Judy Kaufeld, Scott Turner, Bill Warren, Jr., and Larry Whiting. Former design director, and former ACE member Scott Kelly now is in private design work. The publication was initiated in 1987 and is published semi-annually for alumni and Ohio agricultural leaders by the College of Agriculture, the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center (Wooster), and the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State University.